
 RACISM
Nelson Mandela:
« We say friends are made by heart, not by skin colour ! »

1:
Racism is everywhere, victims are numerous
It is present everywhere, every time, for everyone !
At work, at school, at public transport, in the street.
It is expressed by racial discrimination 
Physical, mental, and  verbal violence,
harassment and more.

Martin Luther King:
«I am not really free if I deprive someone else of his freedom »

 2:
We are similar,
We must respect differences,
It is not the color of our skin which makes our difference, but the color
of our thoughts
Racism is the reflection of the human stupidity !
We are free to think, but racism is not freedom, it is an offence

Martin Luter King says«I have a dream...To be a negro in America is to 
hope against all hope »

 3 :
Thousands of people suffer from their differences
They should use it as a strength to the everyday life
Racism is not an opinion, it is an offence
Racism is everywhere, victims are numerous

Barack Obama 
« It is enough to open our hearts to know that the racial history of this 
country always hangs over us”

Wilfrid, Lucie, Inès and Alysson, 3D



True Frienship

With friends, we can laugh
With friends, we can smile
With friends, we are always happy to be together
With friends, we are always happy when we see them

With friends, we can undestand each other at a glance
With friends, we do not betray there is not betrayal
With friends, we help each other
With friends,  we are happy when our buddy  succeds

With friends, we can trust each other
With friends, we can talk about everything and nothing
With friends, we can have a true friendship
With friends, we have great bond

With friends, it lasts all your life
With friends, we enjoy  being  together
With friends, we can count on them when we need them 
With friends, we can talk hours and hours long

Tony, Mathieu, Clément and Grégory,
3D
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Love On The Net.

You subscribe
You choose who you want to meet

It's easy to contact one person

But pay attention to bad people
Be careful It can be dangerous

You know the person
You have common points and you trust him or her

It's great to be loved

But pay attention to bad people
Be careful It can be dangerous

First, you write a mail
Then, you go out at the restaurant

It's romantic to share moments together

But pay attention to bad people
Be careful It can be dangerous

You forget where we met
You get married and have children

It's a wonderful story

But pay attention to bad people
Be careful It can be dangerous



Protection of the animals
I speak for animals
I'ts very important
They are powerless
They need our help
The animals are beings
They have feelings like us
And have the right to be loved
We are very important for them
These lovely creatures love you more than anything
Without them, the world will be bad and boring.

Protect the animals, preserve the animals, help the animals, like the animals, we need your support.

I speak for animals 
Too many animals are abandoned
Like dogs and cats
When we leave on summer holidays
If we adopt animals
We must look after them everyday
We mustn't be violent with them
Show them some love this winter
Because they are cold.

Protect the animals, preserve the animals, help the animals, like the animals, we need your support.

I speak for animals
We must preserve the planet
Because for years and years
We have caused global warming
Which triggered ice caps
That is the result of some endangered animals 
Like polar bears and walruses
We must reduce pollution.
To save them, be ecofriendly.

Protect the animals, preserve the animals, help the animals, like the animals, we need your support.

I speak for animals
Lots of organisations exist
Like RSPCA
They help animals
We must support them
There are nature reserves too
They save a lot of these little creatures
Like koalas, pandas and tigers
To help them, you can, for example, give money.

Protect the animals, preserve the animals, help the animals, like the animals, we need your support.

Léonie, Cassidy, Madilo, Kellian



                                BULLYING
[ 1 : Célia]
What is physical bullying ?
Physical bullying  is hitting, kicking, pushing, fighting with someone.

[Refrain : together]
You can be a witness or a victim of bullying.
So stop bullying because we are stronger together to fight against it.

[ 2 : Anaïs]
What is verbal bullying ?
Verbal bullying is insulting, injuring, making fun of someone.

[Refrain : together]
You can be a witness or a victim of bullying.
So stop bullying because we are stronger together to fight against it.

[ 3 : Fiona]
What is cyberbullying ? 
Cyberbullying is sending offensive text messages and photos on the net.

[Refrain : together]
You can be a witness or a victim of bullying.
So stop bullying because we are stronger together to fight against it.

[ 4 : Bénédicte]
What is Racism ?
Racism is a form of bullying, it is because of race or religion of someone.

[Refrain : together]
You can be a witness or a victim of bullying.
So stop bullying because we are stronger together to fight against it.

[ 5 : Alyssa]
What are risks of bullying ?
Risks of bullying are committing suicide, mental destruction and losing 
confidence.



[Refrain : together]
You can be a witness or a victim of bullying.
So stop bullying because we are stronger together to fight against it.

[Verbs]
-Célia : Hitting, kicking, pushing, fighting.
-Anaïs : Insulting, injuring, making fun of someone.
-Fiona : Spreading rumors on the net, sending messages and photos.
-Bénédicte : Excluding, humiliating, pushing away.
-Alyssa : Destroying, committing suicide, losing confidence.

[Refrain : together]
You can be a witness or a victim of bullying.
So stop bullying because we are stronger together to fight against it.

Anaïs
Célia
Fiona
Bénédicte
Alyssa



Slam:Social network

On Facebook,we can like and comment posts but we can meet strange people 

On Periscope, we can share a live video with our friends but we can find 
shocking videos

On Instagram,we can like,share a photo and put a story, we can share good 
memories but  we can see embarrassing photos.

On Snapchat, we can send photos only to our friends and because photos do not
last long it is safer 

Whether it is : 

Facebook 
Twitter
Snapchat
Instagram
Periscope
Ask
Yellow

We can laugh but there are risks !

You can laugh but be careful to the malicious person !
Everywhere you can find odd people,
Pedophile or peverse,
They find a solution to look at your profile, 
They find a solution to chat with you,
They find a solution to go out with you .

Olivier Dehauteur
Lucas Nguyen
Enzo Loisy
3D 



Our trip in Italy

The journey lasted 24 hours. 
So what is a bad trip ?
NO ! It was great !
We visited Rome, precisely Vatican, the Coliseum, the Forum and we visited
Naples and Pompeii too. 
The first hotel was very very bad.
So did you hate it ?
NO ! I loved it !
The second hotel had 4 stars and it was a best Western hotel.
people wanted us to buy souvenirs all the time and everywhere.
So didn't you like it ?
No! I liked it ! 
We ate pizzas, pastas, bread, bruschetta, tiramisu, and french fries.
On the way back, the teacher was ill and the bus had a problem with a tyre so
we stayed in Switzerland for one day.
I don't understand anything.Was it good or bad ?
GOOD AND BAD !

MATHIAS,CORENTIN,ROMAIN 3F
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Sports

I have already done lots of sports like
swimming, doing athletics and dancing.
My friends have already practised
gymnastics, tennis and ice-skating

Refrain

Sports are good for health
Sports are life
Sports keep you fit

We must eat healthy food like
rice, turkey, tea
eggs, salad and smoothie

Refrain

Skiing is a sport of winter
beach volley ball is a sport of summer
but there are ways
to do sport the whole year

Refrain

Thanks to Tibo InShape
On a youtube channel
I now think sports are useful

Refrain

Eglantine Margaux Lea Journet Andréa 3°F



Discrimination

Whether we are white,yellow,or black we are all equal
Whether we have religion or not. 
We are all the same. Juliette.L

Whether we are a cashier or a doctor.
Whether we are rich or not.
Whether we can walk and run or not.
We are all the same. Clara

Discrimination isn't dominating 
Don't do to others what you don't want them to do to you .(Ensemble)

Whether we are overweight or slim,tall or small. 
Whether we have a big nose or a small nose. 
Whether we have glasses or not .
We are all the same. Juliette.D

Whether we are a boy or a girl. 
Whether we are girl football player or a boy gymnast. 
Whether we are a woman or a man we deserve to earn the same salary. 
Stacy

Discrimination isn't dominating. 
Don't do to others what you don't want them to do to you . (Ensemble)

Juliette. D
Juliette.L
Clara
Stacy
3F
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 We say no

I say no to poverty in the world
A lot of people are poor , 
Each day , they are trying to survive
If nobody helps them , they will die

We say no to poverty in the world
 

I say no to Racism
Black people are discriminated against
Each day , a lot of people are harassed
If we don't do anything , they won't succeed

We say no to racism

I say no to wars in the world
Destruction , horror , blood and pain
Innocent children are dying every day
If goverments do something ,this would be a 
beginning 

We say no to wars



Travelling is great !
-Stella
Travelling by car
To arrive in Albania
To see my family !
Going to the beach
Seeing the sea and the sun
Having good weather
Eating pizzas and kebabs !

TRAVELLING IS GREAT

-Marie
Travelling by boat with my family
Doing shopping
Eating out in restaurants
Jet skiing 
Relaxing under the sun

CHORUS

-Laila
Travelling by coach with my friends
To go to Algeria
Taking a long journey
Discovering new cultures
Eating new Magrebian dishes
Visiting the great Mosque !

CHORUS

-Léa Jacquesson
Travelling by plane 
Listening to pop music
Going to the mountain
Seeing beautiful landscapes
Skiing on the snow
Meeting new people !

CHORUS (3F)



It's not because you smile that you're happy, 
Do not be fooled by appearances. 
Do not make an opinion at the first impression, 
Make your own judgment 
It is not because you have good grades that you're a nerd, 
Learn to know the person. 
Do not reject someone because nobody loves him or her, 
Accept and include everyone. 
It is not, because a person is shy that he or she is not 
kind, 
Just try to talk to him or her 
Do not follow the trend, like sheep, 
Assume your own tastes. 
It is not because you will be judged that you must care, 
There will always be jealous people for everything. 
Do not pay attention to the looks of others, 
You're unique, you do not have to change for them. 
And finally accept yourself as you are, 
Big, slim, tall, small, with spots, too long hair, square face 
It is the key to happiness 

Sylvain Louka Hugo 3F



Stop terrorism

Have you heard the news ? Dead people again, destroyed family.
Don't speak too loud , someone could hear you.

We can't speak about it, we have to remain united to face terrorism altogether.

We are united, we are not afraid of you.
All those murderers who destroy families,

We say no.
They want to turn France into a dictatorship,

We say no.
We have the right to live without being scared all the time,

Stop terrorism.
You lead young people to horrible actions,

We say no.
You can't decide who has to die and who has to stay alive,

We say no.
You use muslim religion to justify your actions,

We say no.

We speak for Madrid,They just wanted to travel or just go to work.
We speak for London,They just wanted to take the public transport.

We speak for Paris,They just wanted to express their opinion with drawings.
We speak for Paris,They just wanted to go to Eagles of Death Metal concert.

We speak for Brussels, They just wanted to take the plane and travel.
We speak for Nice,They just wanted to look at the fireworks.
We speak for Berlin,They just wanted to celebrate Christmas.
We speak for New York, They just wanted to work peacefully.

I'm France.
I'm England.
I'm Germany.
I'm the USA.

I'm Spain.
I'm Belgium.
I'm Tunisia.

We are united.

Charlotte, Maëlle, Hugo and Maxime 3G



SAD SOCIETY

Sad society
Let the youth act

It's time to change
We don't deserve it 

It's in our hands

Fear, blood, these are the innocent people's daily life
Bombs, «boom», bombs, «boom» these are the noises that they hear

Everyday this is war, horror, destruction
How can they live with so sad emotions?

Sad society
Let the youth act

It's time to change
We don't deserve it 

It's in our hands

Humans can destroy their humanity for power
This is what happened with Hitler

This is what is happening with Poutine
This is what will happen with Trump

They may think that they are allowed to choose our present and our
future

Sad society
Let the youth act

It's time to change
We don't deserve it 

It's in our hands

Nowadays, people can't be proud of their colours
It's sad that some people want a unique and uniformized society

Even between gender, discrimination is omnipresent
Children, women, gays, handicapped people: all the differences are

negative debating issues

Sad society
Let the youth act

It's time to change



We don't deserve it 
It's in our hands

Alicia, Clarisse, Léa.H, Quentin
3eG



 Megret Romain                          
 Piermay Anthony
 De Oliveira Inès
 Burluraux Léane
 Meyer Jeanne

Terrorism   

Refrain: Stop terrorism
               It's not possible anymore

Jeanne:They attacked the famous Charlie Hebdo Magazine on January the 
seventh,in Paris with riffles,there were two terrorists.
We lost Cabu,Charb,Honoré,Tignous,Wolinski and seven other people.

REFRAIN 

Anthony:They took Bataclan for target and killed innocent people, they 
were seven terrorists, two of them blew up with explosive belts and five 
were equipped with five kalashnickov

REFRAIN

Leane:The track attack in Nice on July, the fourteenth twenty sixteen killed
eighty six people and hurt four hundred and thirty four people,the terrorist 
was alone

REFRAIN

Romain :On December the ninteenth twenty sixteen in a Christmas market 
there were sixty eight victims in Berlin

REFRAIN

Ines:On the first of January twenty seventeen , thirty five  people were 
killed and fourty people were injured on a night club in Istanbul 

REFRAIN
Paris,Orlando,Berlin,Nice,Istanbul,London,Alepo,Quero



                           Slam about Poverty

Say no to poverty
Don't give up , hold on

You will no longer live in misery
We'll find a solution

Whether they live in India or Africa
Poverty is there

No money , no house , no school
They don't have any future

Say no to poverty
Don't give up hold on

You will no longer live in misery
We'll find a solution

Whether they work hard or not at all
Aches and stomach cramps remain the same

The small amount of money they earn is not for
them

This intensive work will give them pains during
their life



Say no to poverty
Don't give up hold on

You will no longer live in misery
We'll find a solution

We talk about those who are far away
But there are also people in need close to us ,

around the corner
Whether it is hot or cold they have no choice

What they eat depends on the passer-by's
kindness

Say no to poverty
Don't give up hold on

You will no longer live in misery
We'll find a solution

Finally poverty is everywhere
Let's fight against it

Noa matout
Mickael Gouveia Romano

Daffini Theo
Thomas Leblanc 3G



TEENS' STUPIDITY
I stole in shops 
I smoked at school
To be cool but 
I was caught

When you act stupidly, you fail and you go to jail.

I am drunk 
and I can't think any more 
I made my mother cry
Because I got bad marks at school

When you act stupidly, you fail and you go to jail.
 
I sold pills and drugs 
and then I came back home 
that is how I earned my life
The police came...

When you act stupidly, you fail and you go to jail.

Once, we drank some bottles of alcohol
We broke our lives
Neighbours told us to stop
but we wanted to go on 

When you act stupidly, you fail and you go to jail.

When we ride our scooters 
In the streets we are crazy 
we end up in hospital 

When you act stupidly, you fail and you go to jail.

Yaël, Albane, Lorine, Maryne and Léa DB 3G



SCHOOL

Too much time at school, I can’t play videogames and badminton.
Not enough breaks I would like holidays.
Too much homework, I’m tired
So less homework, less school and more time for myself.

BUT school is important because I can have a job
I like Maths because it’s important to count well.
I like History because it’s our everyday life.
I like science because we do experiments.
School is also imortant to meet friends and to learn many things.

Jules 3G


